Perceptual processing delays between attribute dimensions (e.g. color, form and motion) [Proceedings of the Royal Society of London Series B 264 (1997) 1407] have been attributed to temporal processing asynchronies resulting from functional segregation of visual information [Science 240 (1988) 740]. In addition, several lines of evidence converge to suggest that attention plays an important role in the integration of functionally processed information. However, exactly how attention modulates the temporal integration of information remains unclear. Here, we examined how attention modulates the integration of color and form into a unitary perception. Results suggest that attending to the location of an object enhances the integration of its defining attributes by speeding up the perceptual processing of each attribute dimension. Moreover, the perceptual asynchrony between attributes remains constant across attended and unattended conditions because attention seems to offer each processing dimension an equal processing advantage.
Introduction
Research in neuroscience has established that the visual system functionally segregates the incoming input into a number of functionally independent information channels such as form, color and motion Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; . However, as observers we do not perceive a visual scene decomposed into its form, color and motion variations. Instead, vision produces a phenomenologically unified perceptual experience. The Ôbinding problemÕ (von der Malsburg, 1981) asks how visual attributes are unitarily perceived despite such functional parsing of neural input.
Research suggests that this functionally processed information is not perceived at the same time. In a seminal study, Zeki (1997a, 1997b) revealed a 60 ms temporal asynchrony between color and orientation attributes, and a 118 ms asynchrony between color and motion. In addition, they reported a 50 ms advantage of orientation over motion. Arnold, Clifford, and Wenderworth (2001) confirmed these findings using a color-contingent motion after effect (80 ms advantage of color over motion). In addition, Viviani and Aymoz (2001) reported a 50 ms advantage of color over motion, and of form over motion. However, they did not find such asynchrony between color and form. Although the direction of asynchrony is largely in agreement across these studies they differ in magnitude. Some findings also contradict this perceptual asynchrony theory (Holcombe & Cavanagh, 2001) or contend that it is only revealed in certain tasks (for example, for high alteration frequencies, Nishida & Johnston, 2002) .
Several lines of evidence converge to suggest that attention plays an important role in the integration of functionally processed information (Reynolds & Desimone, 1999; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Yershurun & Carrasco, 1998) . However, exactly how attention modulates the temporal integration of information remains unclear. Studies suggest that attention speeds up the processing of attended information (Carrasco & McElree, 2001; Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980; Stelmach & Herdman, 1991) . Presumably attention can operate on each processing dimension independently. Therefore, attention could potentially modulate perceptual asynchrony by differentially speeding up the processing of each dimension. In other words, attention may enhance temporal integration by decreasing the perceptual asynchrony between attribute dimensions. Alternatively, attention may speed up the perceptual processing of each attribute dimension by an equal amount thereby having no effect on perceptual asynchrony.
Here, we examined how attention modulates the integration of color and form into a unitary perception in an attempt to tease apart these possible influences of attention on feature integration. By desynchronising the attribute dimensions (color and form) of two alternating orthogonal stimuli (e.g. red-square and green-circle) we developed a novel method to examine the time that observers require to perceive a novel stimulus (e.g. redcircle) emerging as a result of this asynchrony. The perception of this emergent stimulus crucially depends on the integration of both attribute dimensions. Consequently we can examine the time scale of binding itself rather than the time-scale of perceived simultaneity (Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997a , 1997b or a response to a target presented from the offset as a conjunction of features (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Yershurun & Carrasco, 1998) . Moreover, by manipulating the direction of asynchrony (color first or form first) we can examine the time-scale of binding for each attribute dimension independently. Consequently we can compute any perceptual advantage offered to either attribute dimension by comparing these conditions.
Our findings suggest that attending to the location of an object decreases the time that observers require to integrate its defining attributes. In addition, we found a perceptual advantage for form over color in both attended and unattended conditions. Consequently, the perceptual asynchrony between these attribute dimensions was not significantly modulated by attention. We conclude that attending to the location of an object enhances the integration of its defining attributes by speeding up the perceptual processing of each attribute dimension. Moreover, the perceptual asynchrony between attributes remains constant across attended an unattended conditions because attention seems to offer each processing dimension an equal processing advantage.
Methods
The experiment ran on a Macintosh G4 using the Psychophysics and Pyramid Toolbox for Matlab (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997; Simoncelli, 1997) . Twenty observers (under 30 years of age), with normal or corrected to normal vision participated in the experiment. All observers were tested for color blindness using the standard Ishihara tests for color blindness.
We examined how spatial attention modulates integration of form and color, using the emergence of a new perception from binding. To illustrate, consider Fig. 1 in which two forms (square and circle) alternate with two colors (green and red, see Fig. 1 ). The stimulus sequence alternates between green-square/red-circle when these attribute dimensions are presented in synchrony (Fig.  1A ). Desynchronising these attribute dimensions produces an emergent perception. In Fig. 1 (Color First, or Form First conditions), the red-square perception (in Color First) or green-circle perception (in Form First) emerges when form and color are asynchronous. Perception of this emergent stimulus (e.g. red-square) crucially depends on integrating a new value of the leading attribute dimension (e.g. red) with an existing value of the orthogonal dimension (e.g. square). Therefore, the time required to perceive this emergent stimulus is the time required to bind color and form. Specifically, we can manipulate the physical asynchrony (in Fig. 1 , lag (n)) between form and color and use the emergent perception (red-square vs. green-circle) to determine the critical lag (c) at which the attribute dimensions are successfully integrated.
Importantly, Fig. 1 illustrates that when color leads form the resultant stimuli sequence is green-square, redsquare, red-circle whereas when form leads color the sequence is green-square, green-circle, red-circle. Therefore, from these emergent perceptions (i.e., red-square or green-circle) we can explore the timing required to bind a new color value to an existing form value and vice versa. A comparison of these conditions should reveal any perceptual advantage offered to one of the dimensions.
We manipulated two variables. The first variable is the leading dimension (color vs. form). A comparison between these conditions should reveal whether attention modulates the perceptual asynchrony between these dimensions. An additional variable is spatial attention (left and right of the line of stimuli). We expected a significant reduction in the time required to integrate color and form into a unitary perception in the attended condition. In addition, we were interested in the effect of attention on the perceptual asynchrony between these attribute dimensions.
The test stimuli (spanning 7.4 · 0.69 degrees of visual angle) comprised six equi-distant shapes (spanning 0.69 · 0.69 degrees of visual angle) arranged in a line. Each shape comprised two attributes (here, color and form) with two possible values (red or green and square or circle) to form the four basic red-square, red-circle, green-square and green-circle stimuli (see Fig. 2 ).
To investigate temporal integration, the shapes alternated synchronously between e.g. green-square and red-circle over a 667 ms interval in five of the positions. For one randomly selected position we changed the temporal asynchrony n of the color or form presented in this location. We randomly sampled amongst seven possible temporal asynchronies ranging from 13 to 93 ms by equal increments. We introduced an 8th asynchrony of 200 ms to ensure discrimination of the emergent perception on at least one trial. To illustrate, the sequence of red-circle, green-circle, green-square, appeared when color preceded form (Color First, see Fig. 2 ). The sequence of red-circle, red-square, greensquare appeared when form preceded color (Form First). The sequence of red-square, green-square, greencircle (color preceding form) or red-square, red-circle, green-circle (form preceding color) were included to counterbalance the main stimuli. Likewise the order of both of these conditions was reversed to control for stimulus driven effects.
To manipulate attention, each trial started with presentation of a central fixation cross presented for 1000 ms. This was followed by a 67 ms non-predictive attentional cue to the left (above position 2) or to the right (above position 5), presented 150 ms prior the onset of the asynchrony, to prevent a saccadic eye movement to the cue. Observers were tested in two blocks, the trials in which the target stimuli were green-square and red-circle (half) were combined. Likewise the trials in which the target stimuli were red-square and green-circle (half) were combined. This gave a 2-AFC task in which observers either had to indicate either whether a red-square or a green-circle appeared or they had to indicate whether a green-square or a red-circle appeared. There were eight repetitions for each of the eight temporal lags (8 · 8 ¼ 64). This was replicated for each position (6 · 64 ¼ 384) and for each cue type (384 · 2 ¼ 768) giving 768 trials in total. Color First and Form First trials were interleaved. Observers were instructed to guess if they were unsure and to attend to the cues without eye movement. A headrest maintained viewing distance at one meter.
Results
For each observer, and for each stimulus position, we fitted a cumulative Gaussian curve to the temporal asynchrony data to determine the 75% discrimination threshold of the emergent perceptions (the critical lag), separately for left and right conditions of attentional cueing (Fig. 3) . We then averaged the critical lags derived for each observer and position, in the left and right cueing conditions. For our analysis we collapsed and compared trials in which the cue appeared at the same side as the target stimuli (cue concurrent) with trials in which the cue appeared at the opposite side to the target (cue nonconcurrent). A t-test comparing the difference between cue concurrent with element position (51 ms) vs. nonconcurrent with element position (62 ms) reveals a significant enhancement of cueing tð119Þ ¼ 3:59, p < 0:001. To examine the influence of attention on color and form in more detail we analysed the data from color leading and form leading trials independently. To this end, we collapsed the data into the cue concurrent with element position trials and the cue non-concurrent with element position trials. Data from position 1 and 6, 2 and Fig. 2 . A sample trial for which second shape was asynchronous. This element is removed for a randomly selected lag, n (here, 13 ms) in the middle of each trial (lasting a total of 667 ms). A cue (here, to the left) is presented for 67, 150 ms prior to asynchrony onset. 3, 4 and 5 was collapsed. For each observer, and each collapsed position we fitted a cumulative Gaussian curve to the form first and to the color first data independently. We then averaged the critical lags derived for each observer and position in the cued and uncued conditions. A t-test comparing the difference between cue concurrent (56 ms) vs. non-concurrent (74 ms) with element position for color first trials reveals a significant enhancement of cueing tð59Þ ¼ 2:218, p < 0:01. Likewise there was a significant difference between cue concurrent (44 ms) vs. non-concurrent (55 ms) with element position for form first trials tð59Þ ¼ 1:924, p ¼ 0:03. In addition, we found a significant perceptual advantage for form first trials in both attended (12 ms) tð59Þ ¼ 3:242, p < 0:001 and unattended (19 ms) conditions tð59Þ ¼ 2:133, p ¼ 0:02. This asynchrony was not significantly reduced by attention.
From this data it seems that attention enhances the integration of color and form. However, it does not significantly reduce the perceptual asynchrony between them.
Discussion
We set out to disentangle the influence of attention on the integration of two information sources into a unitary perception. These results demonstrate that attention enhances the integration of two information sources into a unitary perception. Attention decreases the time that observers require to bind for example, a color attribute (e.g. red) to a shape attribute (e.g. square) to produce to the unitary perception of a red-square.
From our results it seems that attention does not enhance the integration of attribute information by decreasing the perceptual asynchrony between the attributes comprising the stimuli. Observers were faster at perceiving an emergent perception that resulted from a change in form (form first trials) in both attended and unattended conditions. Thus attention must enhance feature integration either by speeding up the perceptual processing time of each attribute dimension by an equal magnitude or by speeding up an additional ''binding stage''. Evidence converges to support the former theory (Carrasco & McElree, 2001; Hiosaka, Miyauchi, & Shimojo, 1992; Posner et al., 1980; Stelmach & Herdman, 1991) . In particular, Carrasco and McElree (2001) demonstrated that attention accelerates processing time and improves accuracy in conjunction targets using the speed-accuracy trade-off procedure (SAT).
We found a significant perceptual advantage of form with respect to color in both attended and unattended conditions. As discussed earlier, Zeki (1997a, 1997b) reported a 50 ms perceptual advantage of color with respect to form. In addition, Viviani and Aymoz (2001) reported no such perceptual synchrony between these attributes. We propose that the discrepancy between these findings and our results may reflect the fact that the task, more specifically, the attentional requirements of a task, can modulate the perceptual processing of stimulus dimensions. Thus, the perceptual processing of dimensions appears to be flexible, rather than fixed. In particular, it seems likely that perceptual asynchrony between dimensions will depend on the relative salience of these dimensions. Nishida and Johnston (2002) provide an alternative to the processing delay account of perceptual asynchrony. These authors contend that temporal coding is time locked to events. Perception of temporal order is achieved by comparing temporal markers (transitions, first order changes requiring measurement at two points in time vs. turning points second order, requiring measurements at three points in time). At high alteration rates (250 ms) asynchronies arise because transitions (of e.g. color) are more salient than turning points (of e.g. motion). However, we report perceptual asynchrony between two temporal markers of the same type (as did Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997a , 1997b ) (transitions). Thus to account for these findings the temporal marker hypothesis must explain temporal asynchrony between temporal markers of the same type.
Whether attention operates by decreasing neural processing delays between attribute dimensions or rather by increasing correspondence between temporal markers cannot be fully answered until we resolve which theory accounts for reported perceptual asynchronies.
The idea that attention enhances binding is not new (Reynolds & Desimone, 1999; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) , indeed this proposal is the main contention of TriesmanÕs Feature Integration Theory. However, our studies provide a direct measure to quantify modulation of perceptual processing. This modulation could explain the intervention of attentional mechanisms in binding the separate attributes of an object into unified perceptions.
